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Yoan Konkobo(September 13)
 
My poems are a means to relieve stress, I love to write!
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Anti-Social
 
I feel like i'm drifting farther apart from society
The question I ask myself
Is this really me?
Is this who I've become?
What happened to the way i'd always joke around with people just to make them
smile?
What happened to the feeling I got from the happiness of others?
The desire to make the world a better place?
But all those happy smiling faces
Are replaced by ones full of hate
So the only option left for me
Is to shut it all out before i'm plagued with grief
It hurts to leave
But for now all I can do is
Retreat..... Retreat.
 
Yoan Konkobo
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Back To The Topic
 
Surround yourself by those who challenge you to be a better person each and
everyday. Don't let the snakes too close, but always know where they're lurking.
With that being said let's go...
 
For most it's a sore topic
Blissful ignorance may not be the solution
Great and heroic deeds
Require great satisfaction
Of those on the receiving
But not all remain happy
Those with evil in their eyes lie in wait
With a malevolent energy burning through their very beings
They can't control it though
Because see
What's evil in our eyes may not be to other people
But murder without provocation
How can anybody see this as just?
Maybe if we had noticed the little boy walking to school everyday
Getting picked on at the bus stop
Not having any friends to sit with at lunch
Instead of getting approached by friendly smiling faces at home
His dad lies in wait with the stench of booze on his lips
With a new weapon every other day
Waiting for an excuse to unleash hell at the slightest mistake
With no friends and ultimately no family
A kid has no option but to turn to that maniacal and sadistic sociopath we hear
about on the 6 o clock news
How can we expect every kid raised in these conditions to be strong?
We're only humans and can only be pushed so far before we break
But look
Even those with friends are not free of the clutches of evil
Even those with family aren't always happy
You may be wondering where I'm going with this
My point being we are all humans
We live
We die
Whatever comes in between varies from person to person
Some of us enjoy this time on earth more than others
So let us not impede on others without first knowing what they've been through
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Blood Soaked Sky
 
They tighten this rope on my neck
Three unfortunate souls
Left with no respect
A peripheral glance to both ends reveal
My brother hanging to my left...
While my father dangles to my right...
The mob watches
As the human pendulum swings
The Angel of Death
Spreads his wings
We were treated as murderous criminals
For what?
Our deeds were so very minimal
I look up to the sky at last and see
A blood soaked sky and my family
Dead, but Free
Now as the crowd starts to simmer
The world around me gets dimmer and dimmer
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Breathe Easy
 
Breathe easy darling
For tonight your soul shall be delivered from all evil
A mystic in the light
Who travels through the darkness of the night
And leaves the accursed land rendered useless
A spark in his plight
Will help win this fight
Against creatures drained of life
So breathe easy darling
For your tainted blood shall be cleansed once again
 
Yoan Konkobo
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Complicated
 
My words stuck in my throat
I'm speechless
I think I'm falling in love
It's no secret
My mind is like a labyrinth
The answers are hard to find
Are they lies?
Should I try?
Or should I sit back and let it break me?
But I'm a man
It's who I am
I can't let anybody take that
She has my heart
I just hope she wont break that
 
Yoan Konkobo
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Conquering Evil
 
Money and Power
That's every broke man's dream
I may not be rich or poor but somewhere in between
I have everything I need but I yearn for more
These seven capital vices have come knocking at my door
Should I let them in I ask myself and conquer them all
But Greed and Lust have conquered me
While left with no freedom
I let them all in
Am I worried? Yes I am. Corruption fills my head
And when I’m gone I’ll always know
That it wasn’t all for nothing
All these problems fill my mental
Sin after Sin
There’s not much that I can do
But what I can do is this
Hold onto my sanity and try to resist
For in the end God is with me
That’s the reason I exist
 
Yoan Konkobo
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Fear
 
In a disease-ridden world
People are laden with fear
With an end lying in wait
The gods have decided our fate
Make Peace with the one's we hate
Forgive those who sin and make mistakes
For the days are very limited
The world will rise in flame...
Along with the people who live in it.
 
Yoan Konkobo
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Forsaken Love
 
Have you ever loved someone so much
That you'd give it all up
Just to see them smile
Just to see them laugh
But you look back
And realize it's all in the past
You don't even know
When you spoke to them last
Because whats a smile worth
In todays social class
Rest in peace to the people that are dead
But not really dead
Its inside their heads
They forsake whats close to them
For money or fame
That just makes them lame...
 
Yoan Konkobo
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In The Saddest Of Times
 
I watch as mascara runs down your face
Your bloodshot eyes tell me the story in your pain
The past is carved in stone they say
But how does that get rid of your shame?
You loved him once, but even then you were a fool
Now as your tears spill out
They fill an empty pool
Even in the darkest of times however
There is a glimmer of hope
So dry your eyes lady
That's when you'll learn to cope
 
Yoan Konkobo
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Into The Light
 
Your soul is not mine to take
You lend me your heart
And apologize for past mistakes
The trust we've formed
Is an unbreachable fortress
A bond which no one can break
Our physical bodies
Weren't meant to last
The Angel of Death
Now shows us our path
So what say you darling
Let's take this love
Beyond the mortal plane
 
Yoan Konkobo
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Land Of The Dead
 
Look at the man that I am
The man that i have become
The lamb of death
The forsaken one
Trapped alone i wander
In the fields of asphodel
Out yonder
An accursed land with no end
A new mystery around every bend
A thousand lost souls
Walk with no purpose
A land of the lonely
A land of regrets
No second chances
In this land of the dead
 
Yoan Konkobo
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Memories
 
A deep sense of urgency arises
As my emotions give way
To the demons suppressed within me
Whilst my thoughts are thrown into disarray
Just a moment, a second is all I need
A quick glance into the past
To quench my nostalgic thirst
A turn in the wrong direction
Might get me lost within my own mind
But I stray not from the path
For I cannot forsaken what I came to find
I walk endlessly through these empty hallways inside my head
Doorways full of memories and mysteries
Aligned at each end
A lingering sensation lies as a warning
Memories are memories
They’re not worth mourning.
 
Yoan Konkobo
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Misery
 
This life...
It isn't right
The one's that claim they love me
They all lie
All I can do is sit and cry
Living in constant agony
Waiting until the day I die
I wish they knew my pain
Just to share what I feel
Would be torture in itself
Someone.... Help.... Me....
I'm growing weaker by the minute
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Missed
 
Troublesome thoughts
Cloud my head
An ocean full of worry
Drowns me
Am i dead?
The time away from you
Leaves me empty inside
Like a jar without jelly
You said you'd be gone for a day
But that's not the case
You're far away
But i know its a better place
 
Yoan Konkobo
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New Love
 
What is this feeling?
None of which I've felt before
I've lost all sensuousness and common sense
Have I become empty?
Or have I become blinded?
Whatever the case this feeling is simply astounding
I can feel my pulse race when she draws near
Overdosing on this rush of adrenaline with her smile alone
I've turned into nothing before her
Or rather I FEEL like nothing before her
With a beauty of which I've never witnessed
A voice like an angel's kisses
And a mind greater than Albert Einstein
I think I've been ensnared in a love of which I've never experienced
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One With Another
 
From the dawn of my first breath
I've embarked on a never ending quest
One full of lies and sins
But in the end I'll always win
With a smile and laugh
A woman from my past
Will ease this strain
And the fire that engulfs me in pain
But once I am through
My heart which was in two
Will join together again
Just me and my new friend
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Retribution
 
Whilst shrouded in a veil of lies
I feel no remorse as I stand over the corpse
The one whom I thought was the villain
Lies at my feet
Dead, and full of lead
The bullets of which pierced his flesh
Disappear deep inside his chest
An eye for an eye I have taken
But don't get my revenge mistaken
For I have sinned
And I lie in wait
For a swift and fierce Retribution
 
Yoan Konkobo
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Shadows
 
A fearful entity
Trails behind
An invisible darkness
Or have I lost my mind
But what of the demons
The ghosts of the slain
The constant screaming
The shouting of my name
Though I fear not for my life
For thou art with me
But the howls of the tormented
Demand to be free
My sanity still intact
A wonder how this can be
For shadows are slowly creeping
They've found me
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The One
 
A day without your smile
Is like a lifetime with no light
The one you think you love
At best it isn't right
A hope, A glimmer, A spark
That's all you feel is it not?
Try the person at your side
The one that's there forever
The one who watches you cry
And swears to kill whoever hurt you
So look into your heart
It's there That you will find....
The one
 
Yoan Konkobo
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The Temptress Inside My Mind
 
I am often times led astray
By this voice inside my mind
Another one is in there with it
But this one speaks a quieter rhyme
The first sings like a muse of sin
Washing me ashore the island of mistakes
Exploring the greatest of temptations
Often not even looking to refrain myself
This voice inside
Speaks of lies and persuades me with dirty tricks
But frankly I'm getting tired of it
I can't keep walking down this path of misfortune
For even if i get all this material fortune
Where will the fortunes closest to my heart be
Family and friends
Slowly pushing them away
While exiling the voice of reason as well
This was the plan it's had in the beginning
But I swear I'm here to stay
I will conquer this temptress of a voice
And be whole once again
 
Yoan Konkobo
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Troubled Love
 
Love is a curse
A disease with no cure
Love is a lie
The kind that blind sides our mind
Love is a dream
A fantasy we can't achieve
Love is cynical
Which is all but typical
We are often only infatuated
By the ones we think we love
But in actuality
Love is a maze
A complicated labyrinth of surprise
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Wreckless Young
 
You have a knife to your back
And a gun to your head
Its time to reconsider
The ones you call friends
An oracle of death
Forsees your last breath
As the bullet strikes your brain
Blood splatters the window frame
But in the end you feel no more... Pain
So take this foreboding as no game
It'll put you straight to shame
And you'll have nobody to... Blame
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